A graph = ( , ) with vertices and edges is said to be a Root Square Mean graph if it is possible to label the vertices ∈ with distinct elements ( ) from 1,2, … , + 1 in such a way that when each edge = is labeled with
Introduction
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph without loops or parallel edges. For all detailed survey of graph labeling we refer to Gallian [1] . For all other standard terminology and notations we follow Harary [2] .The concept of mean labeling has been introduced by S.Somasundaram and R.Ponraj in 2004 [3] .Motivated by the above works we introduce a new type of labeling called Root Square Mean labeling. In this paper we investigate the Root Square Mean labeling of Path, Cycle, Comb, Ladder, Triangular Snake, Quadrilateral Snake, Complete graph, Star. We will provide a brief summary of definitions and other information's which are necessary for our present investigation.
Definition1.1:
A walk in which 1 2 … are distinct is called a path. A path on vertices is denoted by .
Definition1.2:
A closed path is called a cycle. A cycle on vertices is denoted by .
Definition1.3:
The graph obtained by joining a single pendent edge to each vertex of a path is called as Comb.
Definition1.4:
The Cartesian product of two graphs 1 = ( 1 , 1 ) and 2 = ( 2 , 2 ) is a graph = ( , ) with = 1 × 2 and two vertices = ( 1 2 ) and = ( 1 2 ) are adjacent in 1 × 2 whenever ( 1 = 1 and 2 is adjacent to 2 ) or ( 2 = 2 and 1 is adjacent to 1 ) .It is denoted by 1 × 2 .
Definition1.5:
The product graph 2 × is called a ladder and it is denoted by . Definition1.6: A Triangular Snake is obtained from a path 1 2 … by joining and +1 to a new vertex for 1 ≤ ≤ − 1.That is every edge of a path is replaced by a triangle 3 .
Definition1.7:
A Quadrilateral Snake is obtained from a path 1 2 … by joining and +1 to two new vertices and respectively and then joining and . That is every edge of a path is replaced by a cycle 4 .
Definition1.8:
A Complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph with bipartition ( 1 , 2 ) such that every vertex of 1 is joined to all the vertices of 2 .It is denoted by , where
Definition1.9:
A Star graph is a complete bipartite graph 1, .
Definition1.10:
A graph is said to be complete, if every pair of its distinct vertices are adjacent. A complete graph on vertices is denoted by . 
Main Results

Theorem2
Figure: 9
The edges 6 and 7 get the same edgelabels, which is not possible.
Sub case ( ) If ( ) > 2
Then there is no edge with label 1, which is not possible. From case( ) , case( ), case( ) , we conclude that 1, is a Root Square Mean graph if and only if ≤ 6. 
Figure: 11
In the above figure we have the repetition of the edge labels (2,10), (4,8)and (4,10),which is not possible. Hence is a Root Square Mean graph if and only if < 4.
Conclusion
All graphs are not Root Square Mean graphs. It is very interesting to investigate graphs which admit Root Square Mean labeling. In this paper, we proved that Path, Cycle, Comb, Ladder, Triangular Snake, Quadrilateral Snake, Star and Complete graph are Root Square Mean graphs.It is possible to investigate similar results for several other graphs.
